
LONDON UNDERGROUND

INITIAL NEED CONSTRUCTION SOCIALNeed for new transportation.
London was highly populated 
and travel took forever.

Slums and an unproper
sewage system created
filth and brought disease 
into the city of London.

Due to the large 
population in the
city, slums invaded 
the streets. 

Solicitor Charles 
Pearson got involved. 
Pearson wanted to 
elimate city slums.

Committees met to 
devise a new system 
of transportation.

DESIGN

Charles Pearson
London Solicitor

James Fowler
Engineer

early/mid
1800s

(population graph)

late1800s/
early 1900s

In 1855, Pearson suggested the 
idea of a railway system as a
new source of  transportation.

Early Train

London was already so
built up and houses couldn’t
be torn down for a railway
system. The best solution
was to create the railway
underground.

Underground Railway 
elimated the issues of:
  sewage
  filth
  slums
  disease

Engineers began to draft
techniques to build the
underground tunnels for
the railway system.

The cut and cover tunneling 
method allowed engineers to 
build the tunnels. The process
included digging a trench and 
placing and securing the railway 
structure.

The tops of the trenches
were covered so property 
could be built on top of the
Underground.

When building the early
versions of the trains the big 
question was how the trains 
were going to be propelled.

Initial engines for 
the Underground
ran on steam.

Effecient versions of 
the trains would come 
on the scene in 1905.

John Fowler built a special
locomotive designed to
consume smoke from a 
steam engine train but it 
wasn’t successful.

Trains featuring electric
traction were introduced
in 1883. This method allowed 
trains to run simultaneously.

The Golders Green
residential area was
one result of the
suburban growth.

The lines began to
expand into the suburbs.

The Metropolitan became the 
first functioning line of the 
Underground in 1863.

The Metro became a success
therefore more lines were 
created throughout the city.

This new transportation
allowed the upperclass
the ability to move out from
the center of the city.

Lower classes didn’t
have that luxury.

The people of London 
became divided based
on their social class.

One system for all classes,
the poor rode with the rich.

The Tubes were now classless.

The majority money devoted to 
the Underground was spent on 
construction.

The Underground had a
marketing problem and the
system lacked a distinct look. 

Harry Beck 
Underground Map

Harry Beck designed the iconic
Underground transit map in 
1931. Beck was paid £10.50 for
his work. The map was so popu-
lar it became official in 1933.

Illustrator and Designer, Frank 
Pick was hired to fix the
problem.

Pick completed a series of
lively posters that gave the
Underground a face.

Pick was also responsible for
creating the original Underground
logo, which features a red and 
white circle and a blue bar placed 
on top.
 

Frank Pick 
Underground Posters

Edward Johnston
Underground Typeface

Edward Johnston was repsonsible 
for creating the typeface for the 
Underground, which would later
inspire the typeface Gill Sans.

 
Underground Posters;
Promoted a lifestyle

Original
Underground Logo

Golders Green
Suburbs



WHY THE WORLD NEEDED
THE LONDON UNDERGROUND

The London Underground was the first of its kind. It paved the way for systems like the New York 
Metro and the subway sytem in Singapore. The construction, social growth, and design enahncements
the came from the London Undergound gave a precedent to the world.

INITIAL NEED

CREATION

SOCIAL

DESIGN

early1800s

1840s
1850s

London was highly populated 
and travel took forever.

Due to the large 
population in the
city, slums invaded 
the streets. 

Slums and an unproper
sewage system created
filth and brought disease 
into the city of London.

Committees met to 
devise a new system 
of transportation.

Solicitor Charles Pearson
got involved and wanted
to elimate city slums.

Charles Pearson
London Solicitor

The Underground isn't a 

transport system it IS London. 

It’s what makes London work. 

-Denis Tunnicliffe Managing Director TIMELINE

1,335,000
Population of
London 1825

Pearson suggested the idea of a 
railway system as a
new source of  transportation.

London was already so
built up and houses 
couldn’t be torn down for 
a railway system. The best 
solution was to create the 
railway underground.

Engineers developed the
cut and cover tunneling 
method allowed to build
the tunnels. The process
included digginga trench
and placing and securing
the railway structure

The tops of the trenches
were covered so property 
could be built on top of
the Underground.

Initial engines for 
the Underground
ran on steam.

John Fowler built a special
locomotive designed to
consume smoke from a 
steam engine train but it 
wasn’t successful.

James Fowler
Engineer

There’s no way to get

around London realistically

without the Underground.

The Underground is the heart

of the city.

Trains featuring electric
traction were introduced.
This method allowed trains to 
run simultaneously.

The creation of the
Metro Line allowed 
the upperclass to 
move out from
the city.

Lower classes didn’t
have that luxury. The
people of London 
became divided
through social class.

1863

1855

1883

The Metro became a success
therefore more lines were 
created throughout the city.

There was one system for all classes,
the poor rode with the rich, enabled the
Underground to be classless

Golders Green residents was
one result of suburban growth.

The Undergound lines
began to expand into
the suburbs. London transport and London

have always had a relationship.

The development of one is tied

to the other.

The majority of the 
money devoted to 
the Underground
was spent on
construction.

The Underground 
had a marketing 
problem and the
system lacked a 
distinct look. 

Illustrator and Designer,
Frank Pick was hired to
fix the problem.

Pick completed a series
of lively posters that
gave the Underground
a face.

Pick was also responsible
for creating the original
Underground logo, which
features a red and white circle
and a blue bar placed on top.
 

Original
Underground 

 
Underground Posters;
Promoted a lifestyle

[The Underground] makes 

life in london possible.
Frank Pick 

Underground Posters

1863: The Metropolitan line was established (January 10), the world’s 

first underground railway.

1864: Hammersmith and City was established (June 13)

1868: The District line was established (Dec 24)

1898: Waterloo & City line was established

1900: The Central line was established (July 30)

1906: The Bakerloo line was established (March 10)

1906: Piccadilly line was established (Dec 15)

1908: The word “Underground is introduced”

1908: Underground logo is introduced, still used to this day

1931: Original transit map designed by Harry C Beck

1949: The Circle line gets its own line on the transit map

1940-1945: Tube stations were used as air raid stations during WWII

1968: Victoria line was established

1979: Jubilee line was established (May 1)

1980: Northern line was established (Dec 15)
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Metro and the subway sytem in Singapore. The construction, social growth, and design enahncements
that came from the London Undergound gave a precedent to the world.
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1,000,000+1,000,000+
Population of

London was the world’s
largest capital city.

Committees met to solve the
city’s problems. London Solicitor, 
Charles Pearson became a well 
known advocate for a new system
of transportation.

Legacy:
•The Underground is just
as popular now as it was
when it was established. 

•The system has allowed
4 times as many people
to travel to and from 
the city. 

•London was the1st
capital city in the world
have an airport connected
to a railway system.

Transport was limited to 
horse drawn trams &
buses. London had issues
with , slums, ,
sewage, and disease.

Pearson suggested the
idea of a underground
railway system to deal
with the issues of the city.

The cut and cover method allowed
engineers to dig a trench, place, & secure
the railway structure. The tops of the
tunnels were paved, so that property 
could be built above the railways.

More people wanted to move
into the city but growth was
impossible.  A new system
of transportation was needed.

“You can’t understand the growth 

of London without relating it to

transport. Transport enabled

London to grow.”

-Theo Barker, University of Kent
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steam, an approach proposed
by Chief Engineer, John Fowler.

“There’s no way to get around

London realistically without the

Underground. The Underground

is the heart of the city.”

-Author, Title 

(the Metropolitan line)
was opened to the public.
Steam trains were replaced
with electric locomotives.
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The access of the
Underground allowed the
upper class the ability to
move out from the center
of the city. Lower classes
didn’t have that luxury.
Social class created division.

“London transport & London have always had

a relationship. The development of one is tied to the other.”

-Author, Title

“The Underground

isn’t a transport system

it IS London. It’s what

makes London work.”

-Denis Tunnicliffe,

Managing Director

The Metropolitan line was success in the 
public eye and more lines were developed 
throughout the city. The railway lines became 
classless. The city experienced democracy 
for the 1st time because there was one
system for all people.

Railway lines were created in
suburbs. Golders Green &
Metro Land became the 1st
communities produced by the
Underground. Houses were built
in walking distance of the tracks.
New shops, parks, cinemas, &
churches transformed the city. 

Railway tunnels were used as air raid
stations during World War 2. The
Underground was now not just a
reliable system for transport but
also a symbol of safety.

Money from the railway system was devoted 
to construction & marketing was ignored. 
Designer, Frank Pick was recruited to give a 
distinct look to the Underground. Batches of 
posters were designed and displayed in the 
stations.The posters featured different artis-
tic styles, with a balance between radical & 
traditional graphics. All the posters had one 
thing in common: the distinct typography.

Edward Johnston was 
commissioned by Frank 
Pick to design the type-
face that would be 
used in the stations and 
on advertisements.

Charles Holden gave the stations

Existing maps were created were cluttered, confusing, 

found an interest in simplifying the previous maps. Beck’s 
sketched the map that London knows and loves.

Sources: http://cargocollective.com/bridgetcwalsh/Infographicshttps://www.bbc.com/time-
-

port-a-history/london-undergroundhttps://londonist.com/london/transport/london-un-
derground-named-among-200-most-important-projects-of-the-past-200-years, http://fod.
infobase.com.prox.lib.ncsu.edu/p_ViewVideo.aspx?xtid=55596#, https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=8rh-WiWYWvA&t=658s, https://www.telegraph.co.uk/travel/destinations/europe/
united-kingdom/england/london/articles/London-Underground-150-fascinating-Tube-facts/
https://www.oldbaileyonline.org/static/Transport.jsp, https://www.bl.uk/romantics-and-vicans/a 
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context (early 1800s)

1,000,000+1,000,000+

•The population of London surpassed it competitors
  such as Beijing and New York. It was indefinitely the   
  world’s largest capital city.

     •It took over an hour to travel in and out
               of the city. Transport was limited to horse       
               drawn buses and trams.

Population

•London experienced detrimental traffic and the
  overflow of slums and ineffective sewage system
  brought filth and disease into the city.

•More people wanted to move
  into the city but growth was
  now impossible. It became
  obvious that a new system of
  transport was needed.

issues in the city

•Committees met to devise a new system of transportation.
 London Solicitor, Charles Pearson became a spearhead for
 these meetings.

  •Charles Pearson was an advocate for: housing efforts,
        eliminating slums, relocating slum dwellers to better
        surroundings.

time for change (1850s)•Road traffic in the city was no longer efficient. Pearson suggested the idea of a railway system.

•The city was already fully established. It didn’t make sense to tear down occupied property
  for a railway system.The best solution was to create the railway underground.

•The cut and cover method allowed engineers to build the railway tunnels. The process
  involved digging a trench and placing and securing the railway structure.

•The tops of the tunnels were paved, so that property could be built above the railways.

preperation for the Underground (1850s)

1863: Metropolitan (January 10)
1864: Hammersmith & City (June 13)
1868: District (Dec 24)
1949: Circle (Oct)
1898: Waterloo & City (July 11)
1900: Central (July 30)
1906: Bakerloo (March 10)
1906: Piccadilly (Dec 15)
1968:  Victoria (March 7)
1979: Jubilee (May 1)
1980: Northern (Dec 15)

timeline

•The first official railway, the Metropolitan
  line, was opened to the public. 

•Steam trains were replaced with electric
  locomotives.

•The first locomotives ran on steam, an approach proposed by Cheif Engineer,
  John Fowler.

•Steam proved unsuccessful due to the amount of smoke
  that lingered in the tunnels. 

•Engineers built smokeless locomotives and attempted
  to discover a more effective solution.

transit lines

locomotives

•Railway lines were developing
 to reach the suburbs of London.

•Golders Green & Metro Land
  became the 1st communities
  produced by the Underground.

•Houses were built in walking
  distance of the tracks. New
  shops and attractive areas, such
  as parks, cinemas, and churches
  transformed the city. 

•The access of the Underground allowed the upper class the
  ability to move out from the center of the city. Lower classes
  didn’t have that luxury. Social class created division.

•When the Metropolitan line was success in the public eye
  and more lines were developed throughout the city railway
  lines became classless. The city experienced democracy for
  the1st time because there was one system for all people.

social classes (1860s)
suburbs (1900s) 4,0004,000

Inital number of houses 
in Golders Green

•Railway tunnels were used as air raid
  stations during World War 2. The
  Underground was now not just a
  reliable system for transport but now
     a symbol of safety.

           •An estimated
            people sheltered in the
            tunnels and stations during
             World War II.

• The bulk of the money devoted to the
  early stages of the Underground was 
  spent on construction.

• Money from the railway system was
   devoted to construction and marketing
   was ignored. The Underground lacked a
   distinct look needed to be publicized
   visually.

• Illustrator and Designer, Frank Pick wa
   recruited to give the name of the
  Underground an iconic face.

•Batches of posters were designed and displayed in the stations.

•The posters featured different artistic styles, with a balance
  between radical and traditional graphics. 4040

Pick would design
posters a year!

advertisements 1900s

Underground posters

•Typography became an important factor
  when branding the Underground.

•Designer Edward Johnston was
 commissioned by Frank Pick to
 design the typeface that would be
 used in the stations and on
advertisements.

architecture (1920s)

typography (1910s)

•Frank Pick suggested that the stations
  needed an updated look due to
  function and design.

    •Charles Holden gave the
                        stations a revolutionary
      look with modernized
      flat fronts.

•Existing maps were created were cluttered,
  confusing, and outdated.

•Engineer and Signal Officer, Harry Beck found an
  interest in simplifying the previous maps. Beck’s
  sketched the map that London knows and loves.

transit maps (1930s)

World War II

The Underground:

•Receives about the same amount of surface traffic today
 as it did in the 1900s.

•Allows 4times  as many people to get in and out of the city.

•Gave London the title of the1st capital city in the world
  to have a railway connected to an airport.

•Proudly listed in the Civil Engineering Hall of Fame as one of
 the top 200 projects of the past 200 years.

•Was the only major railway system in the 19th century.

•A vital precedent for the solution of traffic problems in
 major cities.

•Known for its exquisite graphic design through the posters 
from the 1920s and 30s

•Inspired Eric Gill to make the popular typeface Gill Sans
which originated from Edward Johnston’s iconic typeface.

•Utilizes original architecture from Charles Holden, including 
the Underground Headquarters building, still stand today & 
promote innovative design.

•Changed the way transport maps were designed and named 
one of Britain’s top 3 design icons for Beck’s cartography.

“There’s no way to get around London

realistically without the Underground.

The Underground is the heart of the city.”

“London transport & London have always had

a relationship. The development of one is tied

to the other.”

Beck was paid

for his map design

170,000170,000

£10.50£10.50
LEGACY

“You can’t understand the growth of London 

without relating it to transport. Transport 

enabled London to grow.”

Theo Barker, University of Kent
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Context (early 1800s)

1,000,000+1,000,000+

•The population of London surpassed other big cities,
  such as Beijing and New York. It was indefinitely the   
  world’s largest capital city.

     •It took over an hour to travel in and
      out of London Transport was limited
      to horse drawn buses and trams.

Population

•London experienced detrimental traffic and the
  overflow of slums and ineffective sewage system
  brought filth and disease into the city.

•More people wanted to move
  into the city but growth was
  now impossible. It became
  obvious that a new system of
  transport was needed.

Issues In The City

•Committees met to devise a new system of transportation.
 London Solicitor, Charles Pearson became a spearhead
 for these meetings.

  •Charles Pearson was an advocate for: housing efforts,
        eliminating slums, and relocating slum dwellers to
        better surroundings.

Time For Change (1850s)•Road traffic in the city was no longer efficient. Pearson suggested the idea of a railway system.

•The city was already fully established. It didn’t make sense to tear down occupied property
  for a railway system. The best solution was to create the railway underground.

•The cut and cover method allowed engineers to build the railway tunnels. The process
  involved digging a trench then placing and securing the railway structure.

•The tops of the tunnels were paved, so that property could be built above the railways.

Preparation for the Underground (1850s)

1863: Metropolitan (January 10)
1864: Hammersmith & City (June 13)
1868: District (Dec 24)
1949: Circle (Oct)
1898: Waterloo & City (July 11)
1900: Central (July 30)
1906: Bakerloo (March 10)
1906: Piccadilly (Dec 15)
1968:  Victoria (March 7)
1979: Jubilee (May 1)
1980: Northern (Dec 15)

Timeline

•The first official railway, the Metropolitan line,
  was opened to the public in 1863. 

•Steam trains were replaced with electric locomotives.

•The first locomotives ran on steam, an approach proposed by
  Chief Engineer, John Fowler.

•Steam proved unsuccessful due to the amount of smoke
  that lingered in the tunnels. 

•Engineers built smokeless locomotives and attempted
  to discover more effective solutions.

Transit Lines

Locomotives

•Railway lines were developing
 to reach the suburbs of London.

•Golders Green & Metro Land
  became the 1st communities
  produced by the Underground.

•Houses were built in walking
  distance of the tracks. New
  shops and attractive areas, such
  as parks, cinemas, and churches
  transformed the city. 

•The access of the Underground allowed the upper class the
  ability to move out from the center of the city. Lower classes
  didn’t have that luxury. Social class created division.

•When the Metropolitan line was success in the public eye
  and more lines were developed throughout the city railway
  lines became classless. The city experienced democracy for
  the1st time because there was one system for all people.

Social Classes (1860s)

Suburbs (1900s) 4,0004,000
Initial number of houses 
in Golders Green

•Railway tunnels were used as air
  raid stations during World War II.
  The Underground was now not just
  a reliable system for transport but
  now a symbol of safety.

           •An estimated
            people sheltered in the
            tunnels and stations during
             World War II.

• The bulk of the money devoted to the
  early stages of the Underground was 
  spent on construction.

• Money for the railway system was
   devoted to construction and marketing
   was ignored. The Underground lacked
   a distinct look and the system was in
   desperate need of visual publicity.

• Illustrator and Designer, Frank Pick was
   recruited to give the name of the
  Underground an iconic face.

•Batches of posters were designed and displayed in the stations.

•The posters featured different artistic styles, with a balance
  between radical and traditional graphics. 4040

Pick would design
posters a year!

Advertisements (1900s)

Underground Posters

•Typography became an important factor when
  branding the Underground.

•Designer Edward Johnston was commissioned by
  Frank Pick to design the typeface that would be used
  in the stations and on advertisements.

•Johnston would also assist in the
 creation of the London Underground
 logo, formally known as the roundel.
 The roundel was first featured in 
 stations in 1908.

Architecture (1920s)

Typography (1910s)

•Frank Pick suggested that the stations
  needed an updated look due to
  function and design.

    •Charles Holden gave the
                        stations a revolutionary
      look with modernized
      flat fronts.

•Existing maps were cluttered, confusing,
  and outdated. Engineer and Signal Officer,
  Harry Beck found an interest in simplifying 
  the previous maps. Beck sketched the map that
  London knows and loves.

Transit Maps (1930s)

World War II

The Underground:
•Receives about the same amount of surface traffic today as it did in the 1900s
  and allows 4 times  as many people to get in and out of the city. 

•Gave London the title of the1st capital city in the world to have a railway
  connected to an airport.

•Proudly listed in the Civil Engineering Hall of Fame as one of the top 200
 projects of the past 200 years.

•Was the only major railway system in the 19th century.  And vital precedent
  for the solution of traffic problems in major cities.

•Known for its exquisite graphic design through the posters from the 1920/30s.

•Inspired Eric Gill to make the popular typeface Gill Sans which originated from
 Edward Johnston’s iconic typeface.

•Utilizes original architecture from Charles Holden, including the Underground
  Headquarters building, still stand today & promote innovative design.

•Changed the way transport maps were designed and named one of Britain’s
  top 3 design icons for Beck’s cartography.

“There’s no way to get around London realistically without 

the Underground. The Underground is the heart of the city.”

Oliver Green, London Transport Historian

“London transport & London have always had

a relationship. The development of one is tied to the other.”

Mark Dennison, Head of Curatorial Services

London Transport Museum

Beck was paid

for his map design

References:
•http://cargocollective.com/bridgetcwalsh/Infographics
•https://www.bbc.com/timelines/zxkrb82 
•https://londonist.com/london/transport/london-underground-named-among-200-
  most-important-projects-of-the-past-200-years
 •http://fod.infobase.com.prox.lib.ncsu.edu/p_ViewVideo.aspx?xtid=55596#
•https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8rh-WiWYWvA&t=658s
•https://www.telegraph.co.uk/travel/destinations/europe/united-kingdom/england/
  london/articles/London-Underground-150-fascinating-Tube-facts/
•https://www.oldbaileyonline.org/static/Transport.jsp
•https://www.bl.uk/romantics-and-victorians/articles/slums
•https://www.ltmuseum.co.uk/collections/collections-online/the-collection/page/
 5?&q=kauffer
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“You can’t understand the growth of London without

relating it to transport. Transport enabled London to grow.”

Theo Barker, University of Kent


